Forensic Clinical Psychologist – Selkirk, Manitoba

Selkirk Mental Health Centre (SMHC) is a 252-bed inpatient mental health facility located in Selkirk, Manitoba, just a short drive north of Winnipeg. As a Forensic Clinical Psychologist at SMHC, you’ll be a vital part of our roster of talented professionals providing crucial mental health, acquired brain injury treatment, and rehabilitation services while enjoying a fulfilling career.

What We Offer:

- Permanent, full-time position.
- Generous compensation along with up to a $60K top-up for forensics, a comprehensive pension and benefits package and other incentives, i.e., relocation support.
- Opportunity to work with our talented interprofessional team – psychiatrists, nurses, community mental health staff, OTs, etc. and provide a full continuum of services to clients.
- Affordable meals and parking on-site.
- Highly affordable cost of living and a more relaxed pace of life with easy access to big city amenities.

What You Need:

- Doctoral degree (PhD or PsyD) in Clinical Psychology from a CPA or APA-accredited clinical psychology training program
- Completion of a CPA or APA accredited internship/residency
- Completion of clinical forensic psychology training at the residency or postdoctoral level
- Registered (or eligible for registration) for full independent practice as a Clinical Psychologist by the Psychological Association of Manitoba. (Note: Supervision provided for C. Psych Candidates until fully registered.)
- Experience in completing time-sensitive court-ordered assessments
- Strong teamwork, decision-making, and interpersonal skills
- Excellent English language proficiency, both written and verbal

How to Apply:

Follow the link below to learn more and apply today. Be sure to include a resume and cover letter letting us know why you would be the ideal candidate for the role.

Psychologist 3 - Forensic Program - SMHC

For more information, visit the application link or connect with:
Angel Unrau, CPHR, SHRM-CP
Recruiter, Shared Health - Talent Acquisition
204-599-4027
aunrau4@sharedhealthmb.ca
https://www.linkedin.com/in/angelunrau/